June 8, 2022, Presentation to Tribal, Provincial, and State Gaming Regulators

I will present to the North American Gaming Regulators Association on matters related to technology and the gaming regulatory community. Specifically, I anticipate announcing the NIGC’s plans in three areas related to this topic.

• I will explain plans for new NIGC managed tools to encourage best cyber security practices and awareness among technology partners in the sports gaming space.

• I will overview the NIGC’s use of technology to modernize and provide greater stability for tribal background and licensing programs across Indian gaming as well as to bring the NIGC’s use of federal investigation tools into compliance.

• I will update on NIGC collaboration across tribal, federal, state, and international jurisdictions to promote real-time information sharing, response coordination, and risk assessment among cyber security and technology experts in the regulatory community.

The North American Gaming Regulators Association will hold its 2022 annual membership meeting in Portland, Maine. The organization attracts tribal, state, and provincial regulators. It has provided an active discourse on gaming enforcement and oversight for nearly 40 years. More information about the international organization is available on its website at www.NAGRA.org.
June 9, 2022, Presentation to Oklahoma State Legal Community

I will present at the Sovereignty Symposium XXXIV in Oklahoma City. It is a long-standing and state-wide gathering of the legal community around a broad range of issues important to Indian country. The Oklahoma Supreme Court and tribal leadership’s roles in the event demonstrate important collaboration across tribal communities in Oklahoma and the legal community.

This year’s Symposium provides an opportunity to share my views on the role of the Agency’s guidance and its regulations in ensuring a responsive and predictable Agency approach to meeting the NIGC mission. My comments will focus on how the Agency communicates its positions and its role in timely topics including the following:

- enforcement approaches related to revenue allocation plans and misuse of net gaming revenue;
- legislative history regarding Indian gaming’s use of new technology; and,
- permissible tools to structuring an Indian gaming operation, including independent operator licenses, management contracts, and tribally controlled operations.

I look forward to participating in this important event in the heart of Indian country.

Visit [www.NIGC.gov](http://www.NIGC.gov) to learn more about the NIGC 3 For 35 Project— a year-long project emphasizing the importance of conversations among the tribal gaming regulatory community about workforce preparedness.